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Them’s Fightin’ Herds is an indie 2D fighting game featuring a cast of adorable animals designed by acclaimed cartoon
producer Lauren Faust. Beneath the cute and cuddly surface, a mechanically-deep GGPO-powered fighter awaits!

Combat Features

4-Button Fighting - A (Light), B (Medium), C (Heavy), D (Magic).

Magic System - Emphasize your character’s special abilities through a dedicated button and a unique resource.

Enhanced Super Attack - Spend an additional bar of meter during your super for a bonus utility effect.

Juggle Decay - An infinite-prevention system that manages combo length without imposing hard limits.

Dynamic Music System - Rockin’ character themes that adapt in the heat of the battle make every fight a treat to
players AND spectators.

GGPO-Powered Online Matchmaking - For smooth, efficient fightin'!

Game Modes

Local and Online Versus - Play at home or fight worthy opponents on-demand.

Tutorial and Training Modes - Learn the ropes with guided tutorials, then practice on your own with a fully-featured,
data-rich training room.

Combo and Target Challenges - Test your skills in character-specific sets of combo trials and target-smashing obstacle
courses.

Pixel Lobby - An online multiplayer lobby system that allows players to interact and explore in a top-down overworld
with nostalgic style. Customize your avatar with cosmetic items collected through various single-player and multiplayer
modes.

Salt Mines (currently in development) - An "abyss" style multiplayer mode that pits Pixel Lobby players against waves
of predators and each other in a contest of glory... and hats!

Story Mode (currently in development) - Travel with each champion across the land of Fœnum in their quest to recover
a magical key that will save their world from vicious predators. Chapter One will be available when version 1.0 launches
in Summer of 2019. Subsequent chapters will be released in the months following, free of charge.
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Title: Them's Fightin' Herds
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Mane6, Inc.
Publisher:
Humble Bundle
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-core CPU (2 GHz or greater speed)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Core i3 550 Integrated graphics chipset or equivalent.

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I can't play this game because the protagonist, basically YOU, are such a terrible guy that it's not even enjoyable. A lot of girls
play these games and quite frankly, a man like the main character is so unappealing that you can never get over his behaviors.
The opening scene has him tell his aspiring doctor\/politician GF that he is hoping to 'just bum around', meanwhile, he keeps
kissing her and holding her hand, not reading her emotions, it feels like... Then she seems to miraculously not care, until he
starts eyeballing girls in short shorts and tight pants. Ok, fine, a normal male looks at those things even while he is hugging his
GF --I suppose (?), but then he can't turn away from them even when his GF is trying to have a conversation with him. It's like
he's Abu the monkey in Aladdin, taking the gem. Really, he is that basic? Gosh, it's intolerable. The game goes on like this, with
you in his Loser conciousness. He is too lazy to work, just wants to look at girls, doesn't want to get out of bed, has a bad
attitude. Has an annoying goofy attitude that gets on my nerves. None of the girls in the game seem to really notice this. They
seem to just react like it's a just a miscommunication. No, girls, the protagonist is just not interesting. So why would you want to
play a game with a protagnist that is just not fun or interesting?
I might play it just because I paid for it and I know it's short, just to see how the farming goes. But I won't really enjoy the story
or the romances. In fact, I'll probably resent the game even more than I already do.. a guy at groupees give this game

its nice old school arcade IT EVEN HAVE MANUAL!

to perfection u would need this old school pad with 2 buttons but i dont know if such thing exist on pc. I can't recommend the
DLC in its current form: you can earn better jackets for free, nobody pays attention to bought titles, and the point boosts are
very small.

When I bought it, it also contained the in-game currency "aurum" in sufficient quantity I was able to buy a stealth hoverboard
(briefly makes you invisible to enemies) and a bank expansion with it, with some left over. I may have also bought a running
speed boost and bag expansion for an alt (aurum, unlike the other currencies, is account-wide, not limited to a single character).
See what you are missing?

If you're a newbie starting out (and that's the only time the ability and skill point bonus would look at all exciting to you) you'd
be much better off investing it in a month of Patron time, which is cheaper but gives you substantial bonuses to each quest and
free anima well hopping, which can otherwise quickly eat up much more shards than this DLC gives. If you just want to spend
real money to show support, buy some aurum in-game and use it to get some of the cool outfits they sell in the wardrobe store..
Although it's an Early Access Game, it has great potential and I liked what I have seen so far! 9/10. If they just finish the game,
I'm sure it'll be quite good.

Currently however, it is not finished (even though it seems to have left Beta).

E.g.
- when resting, the game will not pause so that you can cook a meal when your people get hungry (which tend to cause everyone
to starve to death, despite having loads of food).. Crom teases me with this DLC. I would have paid more for more CTB movie
content. Still I am a happy camper.. Good, Just need achivements now
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It was unfair. Had to buy this as was £4.99... No need to repeat all thats been said below. Just LOL.... awesome graphics and
beautiful music!. Comes in many liveries, worth grabbing, as it's probably local to almost everyone.. Started game. Got a
message game does not support my video card. Lol'ed. Refunded. Really great to see a developer constantly improve their work.
Shaping up to be an amazing game.. This tutorial is very helpful. I'm using Blender, but still it has a lot of features and
information. I recommend this tutorial to everyone.. Fun game that makes you feel BA.
Pros:
+Movement is awesome
+Music is great
+High Replayability
+Level Design utilizes your abilities well
Cons:
-Some hitboxes are questionable
-Short
It took me 2.7 hours to beat. Played the Coop, Game itself requires good communication between players. Concept is solid, and
puzzles are unique and have the appearance of being able to be solved in multiple ways.

The wasteland style graphics here don't lend themselves well for VR. In my personal opinion a more simplistic style of textures
would have worked better here. The current texture set makes it a bit hard to see whats going on as the VR player and it's (again
my opinion) not very attractive to look at.

The game is still early access, so I'm giving this one a thumbs up in hopes that the continuing polish will make this a potentially
more attractive game.
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